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Presentation Notes
What of the key points in the AHEIA Workforce of the Future Report talks about:Hybrid roles for professional staffAcademic staff taking on changing job rolesGreater reliance on casual workforceCant be done alone – not just drive by the HR deptCareful and mindful of the culture we are dealing withGartner reading – Digital WorkplaceGoing to tell you a story that has meaning and association with meUniversities preparing people for Jobs that don’t exist



Sundays with Earle 
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Presentation Notes
Mitch Albom – Tuesdays with MorrieI’m a car guy – stuck in the pastDigital disruption in this industry is very interesting – forced to consider what a digital future looks likeDisruption is ever-present
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Digital Disruption is Ever-present 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disruption in the media industryJournalism/media – Sally Sarah foreign correspondent - a phone and an internet connectionDisruption in the motor industryDesign thinkingNot without challenges – TESLA and the Trolley Problem
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The importance of combined teamsDriver – engineers – software development – marketing – DESIGN THINKINGAdvances in F1 telemetryDon’t use 7th gear – failure immenentWE CAN DO THIS CANT WE?



Digital HR – The Opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical to the successful transition to a truly Digital HR model will bea willingness to change mindsets from a compliance-centric focus to a talent-centric focus,  strong governance,and, a focus on change leadership. HR must lead the change agenda. HR must be prepared to positively disrupt itself in order to lead the organisation through the step-change and subsequent incremental changes that the transition to Digital HR contemplates.
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Trends that will impact 
From HR department to Employee Experience 
 

– HR will begin to behave more like marketing—analyzing employee data, 
creating customized talent offerings, and marketing and branding talent 
and HR processes. 

– Employee experience is paralleled with what we have seen in 
    customer experience and daily lives 
– Demographic upheavels / the intergenerational challenge 
– From compliance-centred to content-centred 
– Information and decision making will shift to employees 
– Office as a social village 

 
Internet of Things 
 Any device anywhere 
 

FOCUS 

FROM 

TO 
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Refer full notes
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Trends that will impact 

The Proactive Organisation 
– Giving employees what they need in the context of what they are doing and 

based on their preferences 
– Job redesign 
– Going from “you find it” to “it finds you” 
– The Gig Economy 

 
Bring your own Data 

– Employees will bring their own data artefacts to plug into your university 
– Disposable applications - Decoupling data and services 
– Far greater peer-to-peer transactions 
– Consumerised HR technology  

 
Data Visualisation 

– Support for data-driven decisions 
– Better tools to display data as insights 
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Alignment 

Personalised 
Experience 

Student-centric Staff-centric 

Students 
Learning and Teaching 
Research and Innovation 
 

People, Culture and Sustainability 

Blueprint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workforce of the future will be different



© David Guazzarotto 2016 

Person-centric Talent Management 

A moving away from 
transactional, process-
centric systems supporting 
HR and Talent 
Management towards 
person-centric models.  
  
Person-centric TM treats 
every employee as an 
individual, creating a more 
personalised experience 
that heightens their 
attachment and 
engagement with the 
organisation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acknowledge my professional Colleague David Guazzarotto from Future Knowledge for this.
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The new organisation (Deloitte) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities preparing people for Jobs that don’t exist
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Predictive Analytics 
 

Big Data 
 

Data Visualization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surely this is the way forward to predict our workforce and our workforce of the future.Why is it difficult?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lewis HamiltonNico RosbergCombines:The track in questionPit stops – 4 tyre change is 2.20 secondsHistorical track dataThe cornering and braking forces on each cornerWeather conditionsVehicle telemetryDriver current behaviors, in the past for this track and overallWhat the competition has done in the past on this trackWhat they can predict the competition will do in this race
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The options 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A couple of different ways to look at itMy approach has to date been relatively straightforward  - Primarily “What can I leverage”  “What can I re-use”
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Look for Evidence of Any of This 

University-wide Strategic Initiatives 
 
• BluePrints and the like 
• Research Performance  
• Learning & Teaching Strategy 
 
Business Transformation Activities 
 
• In-flight business improvement activities and projects 
• Process automation projects 
• Any HR transformation activities 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any HR transformation activitiesLike:Performance and capability frameworksLeadershipSuccession ManagementBusiness improvementWorkforce planning
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Understand the Technology Landscape at Your 
Place 
 
• Serious Enterprise Architecture activities 
• Student-focused digital delivery 
• Digital Roadmap Activities 
• IT Strategic Plan  
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Understand Your Place in the Cycle 
and 

 
Find a Hook 
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Gartner is Goooood 

Gartner Recommendations for You 
Based On What You Are Reading And Tracking 

2016-2018 Strategic Roadmap for HCM Technology 
Investments 

Topic(s): Human Capital Management Software 

 
Cool Vendors in Human Capital Management, 2016 

Topic(s): Human Capital Management Software 

 
How to Develop Workforce Analytics Maturity to 
Increase Business Impact 

Topic(s): Human Capital Management Transformation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your library ought to have this and you can subscribe to tracks/streams
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The Solution Options 
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What are the technology choices? 

Talent Suite Best of 
Breed 

Build Our 
Own 

Expand 
Existing 

Select one 
vendor with a 

talent 
management 
suite servicing 

needs now 
and in the 

future 

Select multiple 
vendors with 
solutions that 
solve specific 

problems, 
integrate 
together 

Develop an 
app or build 
new “bolt on” 

solutions 
through 
existing 
intranet 
provider 

Expand 
existing vendor 
relationship to 
include talent 

modules 
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Pros and Cons 
Talent Suite Best of 

Breed 
Build Our 

Own 
Expand 
Existing 

One relationship 
Data sharing across 

Shorter implementation 
One UI for employees 

Adding modules over time 
gets easier 

Prioritise spend into 
highest ROI  

Leading edge solutions 
Emerging technology 

Can swap out one vendor 
at a time in the future 

Select products that meet 
all your needs 

Min. viable product 
Develop exactly what you 

want 
Only develop high value 

features 
High control over user 

experience 

Existing vendor 
relationship 

Employees already know 
the brand 

Tier 1 cost 
Limited control over UI 

Reduced control  
Reliance on 3rd 

All eggs in one basket 
Sacrifice some features 

Integration  
Multiple UI layers 

Feature cross over 
between solutions 

Adding new modules 
more complicated 

Start from scratch – 
solution will be basic 

Limited support for new 
solutions 

Ongoing expenditure to 
improve 

Capability of vendor 

Talent suite functionality 
Low level of maturity 

Contemporary practice – 
not cutting edge 

All eggs in one basket 
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Positioning Yourself 
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Sector 
Differentiation Innovation 

Business 
Operational 

McFarlan Grid (modified) 

Sector 
Operational 

A key task is to determine the most appropriate ratio of effort across the four quadrants. 

Systems that are not unique in the 
university context.  
Provide little competitive advantage. 
low cost, low risk, high quality and 
adequate functionality. E.g. email, 
financial systems etc. 

Systems that underpin specific university related functions. 
Appropriate (potentially high) cost, low risk, high quality 
and appropriate functionality. E.g. student or HR 
management systems, research management systems etc. 

Step–change improvements. 
Medium risk, (potentially) high cost, high 
quality, and step change functionality. E.g. 
bespoke recruitment systems 

Characterised by possible uncertainty.  
Initiatives targeting new and innovative ways of 
working. High risk, (potentially) high cost. Initiatives in 
this quadrant never end in release roll-out cycles. 
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Run   Grow   Transform 

Run 
 
• Carry out essential enterprise activities “price for performance”. A commodity.  Email 

or payroll in the cloud is run – not grow or transform 
 
Grow 
 
• Enhance business performance 

 
 

Transform (segment differentiation/innovation) 
 
• Differentiation, innovation, disruption 
• Enter new markets with new value propositions 
• Market leading 

 
 
Run 60%  Grow 20%  Transform 20% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Understand Where the Vendors are at 
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The three speeds of HR technology 
deployment 
 
Gartner calls it “Pace-layered” 

TODAY FUTURE 

The Speed of Technical Feasibilty 

The Speed of Change / Business Readiness 

The Speed of the Vendor 
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Start the Transition 
 

DO SOMETHING 
 

Develop an Architecture 



Digital HR Architecture 

User Interface / UX / HR Service Delivery 

Data and Integration Layer 

Talent 
Ecosystem 

 
Talent Lifecycle 

 
Recruit 
Develop 
Promote 

 
Careers Portal 

 
Contingent 
Workers 

 

Workforce 
Insights 

 
Jobs & 

Positions 
 

Workforce 
Planning 

 
Workforce 
Analytics 

Compliance & 
Risk 

 
Onboarding 

 
Document 

Mgmt 
 

Compliance 
Learning 

 
Performance 

 
Remuneration 

Engagement 
& Culture 

 
Employee 

Portals 
 

Collaboration 
 

Employee Pulse 
 

Values 
Alignment 

 
 
 

Core HR Platform 

Talent Management Platform  

Learning 
Community 

 
eLearning 

 
Peer to Peer 

 
On the Job 

 
Leadership 

 
Knowledge 

Mgmt 
 

Enablers 

People 

Process 

Technology 
Solutions / 
Vendors 
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CNN says, "His drive 
to execute his vision 
turned Harley Earl 
into a car industry 
disruptor, 70 years 
before disruptors 
became cool." 

“Harley Earl literally invented the design success of the 
twentieth century's largest company, General Motors.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BACK TO WHERE WE STARTED
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Presentation Notes
Who said texting while driving is new phenomenon 
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Thank you 
 

Questions 
 

A Joke 
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